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“How and where do microbes proliferate in ISS?” 

Microbial monitoring: analysis of their dynamics in Kibo 
�������� 
- Operating Kibo with microbiological safety 
- Providing essential information for long stay in space�

Microbial monitoring in the ISS-Kibo 

Microbial ecosystem may differ from those on Earth 
    in confined environment under microgravity�

=> It is necessary to investigate 
           - the relationship between humans and microbes 
           - how microbes influence the systems and materials in this environment�



Microbial dynamics in International Space Station�

We have been continuously performing bacterial monitoring in Kibo 
in cooperation with JAXA (FY2009 – FY2012). 

     Study title: “Microbe” 

<Bacteria> 
- Four times sampling 
- Sampling from interior surfaces with swabbing, adhesive sheet 
- Analysis 
     Abundance: Quantitative PCR, Total direct counting 
     Community: Pyrosequencing 
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Sampling by JAXA Astronaut A. Hoshide (Microbe-III)�
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Sampling points, date and method�

Microbe-I Microbe-II� Microbe-III�

Date� 5 Sep.2009� 27 Feb. 2011� 16 Oct. 2012�

Astronaut� Frank de Winne� Scott Kelly� Akihiko Hoshide�

Incubator� ○� ○� ○�

Air diffuser� ○� ○� ○�

Handrail� ○� ○� ○�

Inside of incubator� ○� ○�

Air intake� ○� ○�

○��sampling was performed�



Methods for determination of bacterial abundance 
and phylogenetic affiliation 

DNA extraction 

      - Freeze-thawing and enzymatic extraction protocol 

 

Determination of bacterial abundance 

     - Fluorescent microscopy (staining with SYBR Green II) 

     - Quantitative PCR (targeting 16S rRNA gene) 

 

Determination of bacterial community structure 

     - Pyrosequencing (targeting 16S rRNA gene) 



Conclusion�

1.  Bacterial abundance at each site except the air intake was 
equivalent to or less than the quantification limit (104 cells/cm2). 

2.  Most of bacteria detected in Kibo belonged to human microbiome; 
thus, bacterial cells might be transferred to the surface in Kibo via 
astronaut contact. 

 
From these aspects of bacterial abundance and their phylogenetic 
affiliation, the Kibo has been microbiologically well maintained. 
 
To ensure crew safety and understand bacterial dynamics in space 
habitation environments, continuous bacterial monitoring in Kibo is 
required. 
 



Study plan of Microbe-IV �

- Four times sampling during FY2014 to FY2016 
 
- Sampling  point:  
        (as Microbe I, II and III)  
        handrail, incubator, air intake, air diffuser, inside of incubator, laptop PC palm rest 
        (New point) 
        IMV Fan, wall of JEM, foot hold, MELFI door 

- Sampling: Swabbing and adhesive sheet 

- Analysis 
   <Bacteria>�
       Abundance---Quantitative PCR and fluorescent microscopy�
      Community---Pyrosequencing 
   <Fungi>�
���Abundance---Quantitative PCR�
       Community---Pyrosequencing 


